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Insight Guide Philippines is a comprehensive, full-colour travel guide that provides an essential

introduction to this little-known Asian country. The Philippines is a destination of thousands of

islands fringed by idyllic tropical beaches, plus stunning mountain scenery, colonial

architecture and lively festivals.The Insight Guide will assist you in finding your ideal itinerary

through what can be a daunting list of options, with the inspirational Best Of section setting out

the principal places to visit in the Philippines. In-depth information on the country's history and

culture is provided in a series of lively pages, while chapters on contemporary culture, food,

festivals and architecture paint a vivid portrait of life in the Philippines today.The Places

chapters cover all the sights worth seeing - from the amazing landscapes of northern Luzon to

the beaches of the Visayas and the jungles of Palawan.At the back of the book, the Travel Tips

section contains all the practical information you'll need to make the most of your trip.Insight

Guides has over 40 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides. We

produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps as well as picture-packed eBooks

to meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel

photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference and

planning tool to inspire your next adventure.

About the AuthorInsight Guides wherever possible uses local experts who provide insider know-

how and share their love and knowledge of the destination. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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How To Use This E-BookGetting around the e-bookThis Insight Guide e-book is designed to

give you inspiration for your visit to The Philippines, as well as comprehensive planning advice

to make sure you have the best travel experience. The guide begins with our selection of Top

Attractions, as well as our Editor’s Choice categories of activities and experiences. Detailed

features on history, people and culture paint a vivid portrait of contemporary life in The

Philippines. The extensive Places chapters give a complete guide to all the sights and areas

worth visiting. The Travel Tips provide full information on getting around, activities from culture

to shopping to sport, plus a wealth of practical information to help you plan your trip.In the

Table of Contents and throughout this e-book you will see hyperlinked references. Just tap a

hyperlink once to skip to the section you would like to read. Practical information and listings

are also hyperlinked, so as long as you have an external connection to the internet, you can

tap a link to go directly to the website for more information.MapsAll key attractions and sights in

The Philippines are numbered and cross-referenced to high-quality maps. Wherever you see

the reference [map] just tap this to go straight to the related map. You can also double-tap any

map for a zoom view.ImagesYou’ll find hundreds of beautiful high-resolution images that

capture the essence of The Philippines. Simply double-tap on an image to see it full-

screen.About Insight GuidesInsight Guides have more than 40 years’ experience of publishing

high-quality, visual travel guides. We produce 400 full-colour titles, in both print and digital form,

covering more than 200 destinations across the globe, in a variety of formats to meet your

different needs.Insight Guides are written by local authors, whose expertise is evident in the

extensive historical and cultural background features. Each destination is carefully researched

by regional experts to ensure our guides provide the very latest information. All the reviews in

Insight Guides are independent; we strive to maintain an impartial view. Our reviews are

carefully selected to guide you to the best places to eat, go out and shop, so you can be

confident that when we say a place is special, we really mean it.© 2018 Apa Digital (CH) AG
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Philippines’s Top 10 AttractionsTop Attraction 1Boracay. Leave the cares of the world behind on

this idyllic island of perfect beaches, luxurious resorts, and water adventures. For more

information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsTop Attraction 2Corregidor Island,

Cavite. Get an on-site crash course on how the successive armies of Spain, Japan, and the US

sought to defend the Philippine capital. For more information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsTop Attraction 3Ifugao rice terraces. Perhaps the most spectacular sight in the

Philippines, this amazing terraced landscape in the highlands of central Luzon was sculpted

some 2,000 years ago. For more information, click here.FotoliaTop Attraction 4Ati-Atihan

festival. The frenetic, colorful, and noisy festivities on the island of Panay each January



commemorate the sale of land to 13th-century refugees from Borneo. For more information,

click here.AlamyTop Attraction 5Fort San Pedro, Cebu. Step inside the massive stone walls to

an era when the “Pearl of the South” was under siege as the Spanish struggled for a toehold in

the Philippines. For more information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsTop Attraction

6Intramuros, Manila. For a sense of Manila’s rich history, wander through this district of

handsome Spanish colonial architecture. For more information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsTop Attraction 7Jeepneys. A hop onto one of these brazenly embellished and

garishly painted vehicles – the local answer to urban mass transit – is an essential experience

for any visitor to the Philippines. For more information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsTop Attraction 8Palawan. This barely developed island in the far west of the

Philippines is endowed with beautiful white-sand beaches, prime dive sites, and extensive

tracts of jungle. For more information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsTop Attraction

9Vigan, Ilocos Sur. Stroll or take a horse-drawn carriage down some of the country’s best-

preserved streets from the Spanish era, stopping at cafés inside historic mansions to sip San

Miguel Pilsen. For more information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsTop Attraction

10Volcanoes. In a country littered with volcanic peaks such as Apo, Mayon, Pinatubo, and Taal,

enlist the help of a trained guide for a rewarding trek up one of the great cones. For more

information, click here.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsEditor’s ChoiceA typical beach near

Puerto Galera.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsBest beachesBaler, Aurora. A string of

accessible surfing beaches halfway up Luzon’s east coast. For more information, click

here.Boracay. The Philippines’ world-famous resort has fabulous beaches, luxurious resorts,

and offshore adventures. For more information, click here.Dauin, Negros Oriental. Snorkelers

can wade into a marine sanctuary covered with coral gardens and their colorful underwater life.

For more information, click here.Puerto Galera, Mindoro. A complex of beaches relatively close

to Manila appeals to divers, swimmers, and seaside party-goers. For more information, click

here.Samal Island, Davao. This island features sleepy palm-lined, white-sand beaches just a

quick hop from urban Davao. For more information, click here.Diving off Bohol Island.Chris

Stowers/Apa PublicationsBest dive sitesAlona Beach, Bohol. This coastal trading post of dive

shops, guides, and boat rentals acts as a hub for the offshore reefs and seawalls. For more

information, click here.Apo Island, Negros Oriental. This islet draws scuba divers to follow

schools of colorful fish swimming past the coral just offshore. For more information, click

here.Apo Reef National Park, Mindoro Occidental. The coral ecosystem in a 34 sq km (13 sq

mile) reef, home to some 400–500 coral species, has rebounded from years of damage by

dynamite fishing. For more information, click here.Batangas. This well-developed resort area,

two to three hours’ drive from Manila, stands out for its convenience and class A beaches. For

more information, click here.Busuanga Island, Palawan. Dive to see dugongs and other marine

life, or search for World War II shipwrecks. For more information, click here.Moalboal, Cebu. A

35-meter (115ft) wall drops right off from Panagsama Beach. For more information, click

here.The Chocolate Hills, Bohol.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsBest wilderness

areasChocolate Hills, Bohol. The sunrise over these hills, named for their confectionery-like

appearance in summer, leaves a lasting impression. For more information, click here.Mt

Banahaw, Laguna. A mountain that has been held sacred for thousands of years. For more

information, click here.Mayon volcano, Albay. This almost perfectly conical, and still active,

volcano invites intrepid trekkers. For more information, click here.Sierra Madre National Park,

eastern Luzon. The country’s largest national park covers grand mountain landscapes while

sheltering endangered species such as the Philippine eagle. For more information, click

here.Sohoton National Park, Western Samar. Tour gigantic caves and underground rivers, and



see natural arches. For more information, click here.St Paul Underground River, Palawan.

Vertical cave walls form caverns and narrow passageways along an aquamarine river deep in

the jungle. For more information, click here.Best historic sitesButuan, Agusan del Norte. Some

consider the area the cradle of Philippine civilization, and three museums showcase the local

archeology. For more information, click here.Kadaugan sa Mactan, Cebu. Spanish explorer

Ferdinand Magellan’s fatal encounter with the local hero Lapu-Lapu is dramatized on the

waters off Mactan Island. For more information, click here.Lights and Sounds of Rizal, Manila.

National hero Jose Rizal’s final hours before his execution are re-enacted in this open-air audio-

visual presentation. For more information, click here.Museo Dabawenyo, Davao. Free guides

explain the city’s history, Mindanao’s indigenous groups, and local forays into modern art. For

more information, click here.Vigan, Ilocos Sur. Stroll among some of the country’s best-

preserved streets and houses from the Spanish era. For more information, click here.White

Beach, Boracay.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsBest entertainment districtsBalibago, Angeles,

Pampanga. An entertainment-intensive boomtown near Clark Airbase. For more information,

click here.P. Burgos Street, Makati. Manila’s upmarket financial district doesn’t close at 5pm but

rages on with a strip of lively bars. For more information, click here.Ermita and Malate, Manila.

This district inland from Roxas Boulevard stitches together Latin bars, gay bars, and everyday

clubs with hotels and a bookstore. For more information, click here or click here.White Beach,

Boracay. The hundreds of resorts, bars, and restaurants throw what amounts to a party along

the palm-studded beach at night. For more information, click here.Bottlenose dolphin at Ocean

Adventure.AlamyBest family hangoutsAvilon Zoo, Rizal. Northeast of Quezon City, this is the

best zoo in the country. For more information, click here.Museo Pambata (Children’s Museum),

Manila. Explores themes ranging from the environment and science to the human body. For

more information, click here.Ocean Adventure, Subic Bay. Marine theme park with dolphins,

whales, sea lions, and plenty of interaction. For more information, click here.Manila Ocean

Park. A visit starts with the indoor aquarium, showcasing marine life from around the world,

and ends with a seal show outside. For more information, click here.Ati-Atihan Festival.Robert

HardingBest cultural iconsAti-Atihan Festival, Kalibo. At the most famous and raucous of

Philippine festivals, the line between spectators and participants gets increasingly blurred as

the day progresses. For more information, click here.Batanes. Spend a night in one of the far-

flung villages in the islands off Luzon’s north coast to experience one of the country’s most

isolated cultures. For more information, click here.Jeepneys. A ride on this often brazenly

embellished and garishly painted mode of transportation is an essential Philippines experience.

For more information, click here.Moriones Festival, Marinduque. A spectacular festival featuring

men wearing masks (moriones) and colorfully dressed as Roman soldiers. For more

information, click here.Metropolitan Museum of Manila, Metro Manila. The works of local artists

are on display along with gold artifacts and pottery dating to the 8th century. For more

information, click here.Best shoppingCity Market, Baguio. Look for unusual weavings, carvings,

and other crafts at this crossroads of the Cordilleran mountain tribes. For more information,

click here.Batak Village, Puerto Princesa. This indigenous Batak community along the highway

sells basketry, kitchenware, and musical instruments. For more information, click

here.Divisoria, Manila. An intense shopping experience awaits at this bargain-basement flea

market with thousands of stalls. For more information, click here.Greenhills Shopping Center,

Manila. Look for freshwater and South China Sea pearls as well as cheap electronic goods. For

more information, click here.SM Mall of Asia, Manila. The Philippines’ fourth largest commercial

complex testifies to the favored Filipino leisure pursuit of shopping. Outdoor eateries serve

local cuisine. For more information, click here.Divisoria Market, Manila.Chris Stowers/Apa



PublicationsDurian fruit seller, Magsaysay Park, Davao.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsTaal

volcano crater lake, Cavite Province.AlamyDurian stall, Magsaysay Park, Davao.Chris Stowers/

Apa PublicationsInabuyutan Island in the Bacuit Archipelago, Palawan.AlamyIntroduction:

Asia’s MaverickGeographically within Southeast Asia, yet far removed culturally, the Philippines

has a Latin temperament which sets it apart from its neighbors.Three centuries of Spanish rule

and 48 years of United States government have left their mark on this Southeast Asian

archipelago of 101 million people. The indigenous population, some of whom look more African

than Asian, have further influenced the dominant Filipino culture that traces its roots to the

Malays. Add the widespread use of English as a second official language, and a preference for

detached houses over high-rise apartments, and it’s sometimes possible to think you could be

in the United States. Spanish place names and devotion to Catholicism also give visitors a

sense of being in Latin America. The Philippines has an extraordinary legacy. It is the maverick

of Asia.Today on almost every island, white-sand beaches open into clear, coral-studded

waters. Popular resorts such as Alona Beach, Boracay, and Puerto Galera attract scuba divers,

who can get trained for a deep-sea adventure within days after arrival. The mountains that

dominate the interior of every large Philippine island appeal to travelers wishing to embark on

rigorous treks. Between the coasts and the cones, tourists trust in the local barbecued chicken,

songs, smiles, and eagerly imparted travel advice.The Philippines is part of a giant mountain

backbone from Japan to Indonesia. It stretches 1,840km (1,140 miles) north to south and up to

1,000km (690 miles) wide. Its land area is slightly bigger than that of New Zealand. A total of

111 cultural, linguistic, and racial groups live in the country. Some 70 languages are spoken,

with Tagalog by far the most dominant one.Capitalism and democracy both run deep in the

country, but due to government inefficiency, people remain poor, with 21.6 percent below the

national poverty line. Some 10 percent of the US$348 billion economy comes from money sent

home by Filipinos, who form a huge diaspora working abroad. The country’s reputation

improved in the mid-1990s under the economic strategies of President Fidel Ramos, but

stumbled again under successive leaders, bringing back corruption and inefficiency. In 2016,

the controversial president Rodrigo Duerte took office, vowing to crack down on corruption and

crime.Jeepney in front of the Philippines Stock Exchange.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsTraditional dancer.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsHouse in Leyte Province.Chris

Stowers/Apa PublicationsIsland NationThe Philippine archipelago stretches from its largest,

most populated island of Luzon in the north to uninhabited southern atolls small enough for just

a thatched hut and a few coconut trees.If one number sticks in your mind after a visit to the

Philippines, it’s probably 7,600. This estimate of the total number of islands in the archipelago

regularly appears in tourism literature because it’s so large yet also so singularly descriptive of

the country’s geography. The actual total is 7,641, and about 1,000 of those are inhabited.Rice

paddies, Bicol Peninsula.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsCoron Island, Palawan.Chris Stowers/

Apa PublicationsFor purposes of easy analysis, the archipelago divides into northern, central,

and southern island groups. In the north is the large island of Luzon and the nearby, smaller

islands of Mindoro, Romblon, and Marinduque. Most of the population, wealth, and dominant

Tagalog-speaking Filipino ethnic groups are clustered on Luzon, which is anchored by the 12.8

million-population capital Manila. The country’s most prominent industrial belt sits south of

Manila on the Batangas peninsula, and one of its most fertile farming areas bounds the capital

to the north. Luzon – as home to Mt Mayon and Mt Pinatubo – is largely volcanic, but some of

its mightiest mountains form solid, barely penetrable ranges, such as the Sierra Madre, in the

far north. It’s also known for the flat Central Plains farming area and the drier wind-battered

Batanes islets off the north coast.The central group of islands is known as the Visayas. Poorer



and culturally distinct from Luzon, they range from Samar and Leyte in the east through Cebu

to Negros and Panay in the west. Fisheries dominate the economy, with tourism an

increasingly vital source of income because of the region’s endless coastline. Divers work the

waters of Bohol, Boracay, Cebu, and tiny Apo Island off the coast of Negros in search of

underwater life. Some of the country’s most fabled beaches occur in the Visayas. Mountainous

patchworks of farms and jungles make up the island interiors.The southernmost part of the

country consists of Mindanao plus its attendant Sulu Sea islands. Poorer and known for its

range of indigenous peoples – including Muslim groups still at war with the government –

Mindanao is a large and relatively undeveloped island, home to the country’s highest peak (Mt

Apo: 2,956 meters/9,698ft) and some of its most extensive tracts of rainforest. Muslim towns

also populate the islets of the Sulu Sea, southwest of Mindanao, up to the strait dividing the

Philippines from Malaysia.The Asian bearcat, or binturong, lives in Palawan. The nocturnal

creature resembles a cross between a raccoon and a bear, with a long tail and retractable,

hooked claws for climbing trees. Asian bearcats eat mainly fruits and leaves.To Mindanao’s

northwest lies Palawan, a long north-south island known for remote jungles, quiet beaches,

and offshore reefs, as well as a fabled lack of infrastructure. Throughout the archipelago one

will find countless barely visited islets of coral reef-rimmed white-sand beaches. Some have

nothing but the beach and a few trees. Visitors can ask pumpboat operators on larger islands

about getting out to one.Lush vegetation on Mt Isarog, Bicol Peninsula.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsLocated between the Pacific Ocean and South China Sea, the archipelago is

surrounded by a rich marine life, from tiny squid to massive marlins, on which it is both

economically and nutritionally dependent. Late-year weather brings regular typhoons from the

Pacific, flooding villages and setting off deadly landslides after sustained rainfall. The odd

volcanic eruption, such as that of Mt Pinatubo in 1991, wreaks further deadly havoc. Much of

the country is located on the Pacific rim of fire and is prone to earthquakes. On the plus side,

fertile soil and abundant rainfall make the Philippines a productive place for rice, coconuts, and

a range of fruits.Zamboanguita Beach, Negros Island.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsRice

farmingRice, the staple food of the Philippines, is the most common crop cultivated in upland

volcanic areas. Yet despite the abundance of rice fields, what is planted locally is often

insufficient to sustain an ever-growing population. The International Rice Research Institute in

Los Baños, near Manila, works to develop new varieties of faster-yielding rice and

improvements in cultivation methods to increase output.Rich volcanic soil remains the farmer’s

chief ally. Coupled with abundant rainfall throughout the year, the most productive farms are

clustered beneath the archipelago’s numerous volcanoes.Island communicationsFilipinos once

lived largely in tribal villages in the mountains. Then, more than 800 years ago, ethnic Malays

came from other parts of Southeast Asia to set up coastal communities. Beasts and boats

provided transportation in those days.While some parts of the country still work that way,

people in most of the Philippines get around on a network of two-lane roads and a range of

public transportation, from jerrybuilt tricycle taxis to air-conditioned buses. That has facilitated

widespread domestic migration, intermarriages and new urban jobs for people from poor parts

of the countryside. Some of today’s highways, such as the one running north of Manila through

the plains of Pampanga, are as modern as anything anywhere in the world. A long list of

airports, including some on faraway islands – served by Cebu Pacific, Philippine Airlines, and

others – further aid business and migration.Farmer, Northern Mindanao.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsThat said, some Filipino farmers barely make it to market once a week because

they must walk down muddy dirt roads from their mountain fields to the nearest town. For them,

the market is a major social event as well as a place to sell pigs or produce.Television and



widespread early education have functioned in different ways since the early 1900s to

homogenize the country’s ethnic and linguistic groups, giving everyone a bite of English – plus

a lot more Tagalog. Filipinos are fond of the cheap mobile phone text message to communicate

extensively with friends or family in other cities, easing the pains of internal migration for jobs.

Transportation and communications had effectively connected most of the country by

1990.Some members of minority ethnic groups in the highlands of Luzon and in the harder-to-

reach parts of Mindanao and Palawan islands stayed out of the 20th-century shifts in transit

and communications, keeping them semi-autonomous, yet poorer and far less plugged in to

national affairs than their fellow country people in the cities and lowlands. Some of those

groups have a legacy of resisting colonists, while others simply lack the money or skills to

move into the mainstream.Flora and faunaThe so-called Wallace Line that defines the

geographical habitat of most Philippine plants and animals is named after English naturalist,

explorer, and writer Alfred Russel Wallace (1823–1913), who first noted the zoological

differences between the Asian and Australian continents. This zoological division runs up the

Lombok Strait between Indonesian islands Bali and Lombok. It continues north through the

Makassar Strait that separates Borneo and Sulawesi, turns east into the Pacific and then north

again to encompass the Philippines. All animals to the east of the line, including those of the

Philippines, owe their biological heritage to species originating in Asia.When sea levels fell

during the last Ice Age, a series of land bridges cut through the shallow waters between

Philippines’ Palawan and Mindanao and Indonesia’s Sulawesi and Borneo. Like the tentacles of

an octopus, these land bridges made possible a temporary alliance of flora and fauna, which

led to adaptations and mutations in isolation when the land links sank again.Research on the

evolution of anteaters, orchids, and other species proves links between the Philippines and

neighboring islands to the southwest, now part of Indonesia.Sixty species of Bornean plants

are found in the southern islands of Mindoro, Palawan, and Mindanao. Flora identified with

Sulawesi and Moluccas of Indonesia are widespread in the Philippines, mainly ferns, orchids,

and the dipterocarp, a tree that makes up the country’s primary tracts of forests, as it does in

Thailand and Indonesia.In Palawan and nearby Calamian islands, the same species of

mousedeer, weasel, mongoose, porcupine, skunk, anteater, and otter are found in Borneo’s

interior. Species of Palawan shrews, as well as a rare bat found in Mindanao, have kin in

Sulawesi.Fish in the waters of eastern Sumatra and western Borneo are like those in

southwestern Philippines, as are the fish between Mindanao and Papua New Guinea. Many

Malaysian and Bornean birds make their home in Palawan.There is evidence of an even older

land bridge that connected northern Philippines with Taiwan at a time when that island was

itself connected to the Asian mainland. The remains of the stegodon, a pygmy elephant, have

been dug up here as well as in Taiwan.Orchids, Luzon’s Islands.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsPlant lifeBotanists have discovered more than 12,000 different species of plants in

the Philippines, namely types of ferns, orchids, and vines in the jungles. Tourists will see

mangroves growing in the sea and palms along the coast. Bamboo and rattan, both sought

after by crafts people, rise from the inland soil. Locals in Mindoro, Panay, and the Cagayan

Valley use the rough cogon grass to thatch the roofs of houses that have helped to form a

distinctly Filipino architectural style. The 1,000 orchid species found in the Philippines include

the waling-waling of western Mindanao. The pinkish endemic flower is one of the largest orchid

species in the world but hard to find in the wild due to habitat encroachment.The Philippines

would be a mostly forested country, but more than 70 percent of its original forests has fallen to

loggers. Vast tracts of hardwood stands still survive in the protected areas of Palawan and

Mindanao.Back from the beaches, dry forests of heavy, highly prized woods grow slowly, rarely



exceeding 30 meters (100ft) in height. Characteristic species include the molave (of the teak

family), kamagong, ebony, and narra.Dynamite and deforestationThe Philippines, like many

resource-rich but impoverished countries, suffers from its share of environmental degradation.

Despite efforts by the government and NGOs since the 1970s, illegal logging persists in

Aurora, Ilocos Sur, and Quezon provinces, according to news reports, as well as parts of

Mindanao. Illegal logging has been blamed for soil erosion that has set off countless

mudslides.A second environmental threat to the Philippines is dynamite fishing. The practice

kills all marine life in a blast area, either sinking the fish or making them rise to the surface.

Blast fishing is lucrative and hard to patrol. Some tourist areas charge visitors a fee to help

restore the local seas.Much of the country’s wildlife remains hidden from general view, unless

the visitor heads to the local zoo. At least 130 species of Philippine fauna now stand on the

United Nation’s list of endangered and threatened species. In an encouraging move, the

government has set up 60 national parks, four marine parks, and 10 wilderness areas.To see

some of the country’s signature wildlife up close, visit the Palawan Wildlife Rescue and

Conservation Center (formerly known as the Crocodile Farming Institute) in Puerto Princesa.

Visitors can see the endangered Philippine crocodile and Asian bearcats.BirdsOne-third of

nearly 560 recognized bird species are endemic, an unusually large number for any country. Of

these, 66 are “island-endemic,” occurring on only one island.Common birds include the white-

collared kingfisher, with its iridescent coat of turquoise blue, which makes itself at home near

water. One of the most peculiar bird species is the Luzon bleeding heart dove, endemic to

south-central Luzon and outlying Polillo Island. Grayish green on the back and upper mantle,

the bird’s white chest feathers are interrupted by a splotch of red. Among the country’s newest

recognized bird species are Lina’s sunbird and the Panay striped babbler. Ornithologist Robert

Kennedy of the Cincinnati Museum Center in the US discovered and named the babbler in

1989.The Philippine eagleThe endangered haribon, or Philippine eagle, is the national bird of

the Philippines and the second-largest bird in the world, after the Californian condor. The

eagles once soared freely over much of Luzon, Samar, and Leyte. They would eat small

animals, including bats, snakes, and flying lemurs. The Philippine eagle is thought to be

monogamous, challenging its long-term survival in the wild. Today fewer than 100 haribon

remain.The Philippine Eagle Center (for more information, click here) near Davao may be the

eagle’s last hope. The center has successfully bred eagles in captivity, with an aim of

reintroducing the young back to the wild.Palawan’s endemic Papilio trojano, with bold black and

green markings, has a wingspan of 18cm (7ins), but it’s a butterfly, not a bird.Resident of the

Philippine Tarsier Sanctuary in Corella, Bohol.Chris Stowers/Apa PublicationsMammalsAmong

the country’s 180 mammal species are leopard cats, oriental small-clawed otters, civets, and

wild boar – a staple food for the local inhabitants. Native primates include flying lemurs and

lorises of the tropical forests. The nocturnal tarsier is the world’s smallest primate. It lives in

Bohol, Samar, Mindanao, and elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Visitors can see these tiny monkey-

like creatures in their native habitat at the Philippine Tarsier Sanctuary in Corella,

Bohol.Mindoro’s dwarf buffaloFew visitors will spot the endangered native tamaraw, or dwarf

buffalo, of Mindoro Island – the country’s largest indigenous wild land animal. Hunting, shifting

agriculture, deforestation, and cattle ranching have reduced the herds from 10,000 a century

ago to only 260–300 tamaraw today, mostly in the grasslands of Mt Iglit in Baco National

Park.The government holds six animals in captivity in Rizal, Occidental Mindoro, with the hope

of breeding more for eventual release into the wild. Local charities have also moved to save the

animals. The city tourism in San José, Mindoro, arranges day trips by van from the town to a

tamaraw viewing area in the mountains.Thousands of fruit bats with wingspans of 1.8 meters



(6ft) roost in the lauan trees of Cubi Point at Subic Bay. They head out every night around 8pm

to feed and return to roost by 5am. Most visitors to Subic will also see long-tailed macaques

walking fences along the roadside, looking for a hand-out from visiting tourists – though

feeding them is not recommended. Visitors to Honda Bay on Palawan will see giant fruit-eating

bats flock over from an offshore island around sunset after a day’s rest.Scientists exploring the

Sierra Madre range in Luzon said in 2010 they had discovered a new species of monitor lizard.

The biologists called the yellow and black, 2-meter (6.6ft) -long reptile the Northern Sierra

Madre Forest Monitor.New species are always turning up in the Philippines. The Panay

cloudrunner, for example, is one of 15 new mammals found and classified in the past 25 years

and documented only in 1996. The 1kg (2lbs) gray, nocturnal rodent resembles a fox squirrel in

appearance. Still, little is known of its native existence in the mountains of Panay in the

Visayas.Coral and clownfish.iStockMarine lifeWith almost 36,300km (22,500 miles) of coastline

(nearly twice that of the US), the Philippines gives home to 488 species of coral and 1,000

different fish species. Among the more visible creatures are octopus, cuttlefish, and squid. Sea

turtles can also be found on much of the coastline. The snorkeler out for a casual dip will easily

turn up schools of tiny fish bearing a rainbow’s worth of colors. On Apo or Tubbataha reef, look

for manta rays and (harmless) sharks of the white-tipped and black-tipped types. Any of 20

dolphin species may pop up behind your boat in the waters off Dumaguete or Puerto Galera,

for example.Pearls are harvested in Philippine waters, from the natural South Sea pearls to the

freshwater, cultivated pearls of Mindanao province. Marlins and tuna are among the more

prized commercial fish.Perhaps the most unique underwater species is the massive whale

shark or butanding, discovered in the Philippines in numbers larger than anywhere else on the

planet. They congregate off the coast of Donsol, on the Bicol peninsula, from February to May

every year (for more information, click here). Despite its protected status, unscrupulous

villagers have slaughtered several of the 20-meter (66ft) -long giants, selling the meat to

traders en route to the lucrative Taiwan market.For more details on Philippine marine life, for

more information, click here.Vigan Heritage Village, Ilocos Region.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsDecisive DatesEarly daysPrehistoryMigrants cross land bridge from Asian

mainland and settle in an archipelago that would become the Philippines.AD 900Chinese

establish coastal trading posts over the next 300 years.1400Muslim clergy start to bring Islam

to the Philippines from Malaya.Lapu Lapu Monument, Mactan Island.Chris Stowers/Apa

PublicationsColonial intrusions1521Explorer Ferdinand Magellan lands on Cebu and claims

the region for Spain. Lapu Lapu (Rajah Cilapulapu), in defending his island of Mactan, slays

Magellan.1543Next Spanish expedition led by Ruy de Villalobos lands in Mindanao. He names

the archipelago “Filipinas,” after Crown Prince Felipe II.1565Miguel Lopez de Legazpi sails

from Mexico and gains a foothold in Cebu.Rise of nationalism1872Uprising in Cavite, south of

Manila. Spain executes Filipino priests Jose Burgos, Mariano Gomez, and Jacinto Zamora,

martyrs to the cause of nationalism.1892Thinker Jose Rizal founds La Liga Filipina, is arrested

and exiled to Dapitan, Mindanao. Andres Bonifacio founds the Katipunan with aim to revolt.The

assassination of Jose Rizal, as depicted by Lights and Sounds of Rizal, Manila.Chris Stowers/

Apa Publications1896Spanish colonists imprison and kill hundreds of Filipinos in Manila.

Bonifacio and the Katipunan launch the Philippine revolution. Rizal is executed.1898The United

States defeats Spain in a war. Treaty between the United States and Spain grants the US

authority over the Philippines.1899War breaks out between the United States and the

Philippines.1935Manuel Quezon elected president. The Philippines is made an American

commonwealth.World War II1941On December 22, Japanese land on Luzon.1943Japanese

install puppet republic, under brutal rule, with Jose Laurel as president.1945Allies recapture



Manila, which is subject to intense bombardment. Much of the city is

destroyed.Independence1946On July 4, the Philippines is granted

independence.1965Ferdinand Marcos defeats Diosdado Macapagal in his bid for re-election to

the presidency.1970Peso devaluation fuels price increases, food shortages, unemployment,

and unrest. Students stage a series of anti-Marcos, anti-US demonstrations.1972–81Martial

law imposed. Marcos accumulates a vast fortune. His wife, Imelda, dominates Manila

government.1981Martial law lifted but Marcos keeps power to rule by decree. Marcos re-

elected in contest boycotted by opposition.1983Leading opposition leader Benigno Aquino

returns to Manila from US exile and is assassinated on arrival at Manila

airport.1984“Parliament of the street” holds frequent anti-Marcos demonstrations. Spiraling

economic crises.1985General Fabian C. Ver and 25 others are charged with slaying Aquino,

but are acquitted. Marcos announces a snap election.1986Violence escalates before elections,

at least 30 are killed on election day. Election rigging enrages Filipinos and millions join in

uprising against Marcos regime. On February 26, Marcoses flee. Corazon Aquino elected to

presidency. New constitution drafted.1987Ceasefire breaks down, and the military kills 13

peasant demonstrators near the presidential palace. Public ratifies constitution after third

military mutiny put down.1988Marcoses indicted by a US grand jury for fraud and

embezzlement.1989Ferdinand Marcos dies in Hawaii. Amid coup threats, government calls on

the US for air support to help Aquino government.1991Dramatic eruption of Mt Pinatubo.

Americans pack up and leave the Philippines.Revival1992Fidel Ramos, Aquino’s defense

secretary and a strong ally who backed her during coup attempts, wins presidential

election.1998Former action-movie star Joseph Estrada is elected president.2001Estrada’s

impeachment fails, and triggers massive street protests. After the military withdraws its

support, Estrada is removed from office.2002US military joins the Philippines in large-scale

exercises in the southern Philippines to rescue kidnapped American tourists.2009Fifty-seven

journalists are massacred in a rebel-controlled province.Rodrigo Duterte on the campaign trail,

2016.Getty Images2010Benigno Aquino III, son of former president Corazon Aquino, wins the

presidential race.2013Typhoon Haiyan hits central Philippines, causing over 6,200

deaths.2016Rodrigo Duterte is elected president. The Permanent Court of Arbitration rules in

favor of the Philippines against China in the South China Sea territorial dispute.2017Duterte

declares martial law on the island of Mindanao following security forces and Islamic militants

clashes.Born of Fire and WaterWhen furious underwater action between vast tectonic plates

blew lava up through the earth, the Philippine archipelago took form. Archeological sites reveal

evidence of human occupation dating back 40,000 years.Some 43 million years ago the bottom

of an ancient ocean opened to spew up bits of earth. Islands rose precariously, threatened on

every side by huge waves. They needed to be anchored, if people were to live on them.Echoes

of this motif of unstable land can still be heard in the creation myths told by the indigenous

tribes of the Philippines. A number of the archipelago’s 7,641 islands continue to grow, while

almost every year, typhoons threaten low shorelines and monsoon rains tear at mountain

ranges as if in memory of when land first emerged.Filipino tribesman.Getty ImagesThe area is

prone to earthquakes because the Philippine tectonic plate is squeezed between the vast

Pacific and Asiatic plates. In the distant past, the Pacific Plate – the world’s largest – slid along

its northwest track, and the smaller Philippine Plate buckled and was ground into the adjacent

Asiatic Plate. In a process called subduction, the much heavier Pacific Plate slipped under the

Philippine Plate and threw up vast amounts of molten material deep in the earth. When the

Philippine Plate buckled, fissures formed and the trapped molten mass poured forth in colossal

volcanic eruptions in over 200 known volcanoes in the archipelago.Northern Luzon sits on the



western edge of the Philippine Plate, while the remaining islands rest on the eastern edge of

the Asiatic Plate. A narrow belt running southeast from Zambales Province to Legaspi in Albay

Province roughly follows the boundary between the two plates. This belt contains the most

vigorous of the Philippine’s two dozen active volcanoes, including Pinatubo, Taal, Banahaw,

Iriga, and Mayon.Around 2 million years ago, at the beginning of the Pleistocene epoch, the

archipelago was already formed. But events were taking shape in the earth’s polar regions,

causing three successive ice ages that lowered sea levels by 100 meters (330ft). One large

land area reached out into the Pacific Ocean from the Asian continent. Only the South China,

Sulu, and Celebes basins remained as seas.Seventeenth-century map of Asia.Getty

ImagesBattle of sea and skyAll Filipinos have their own favorite creation myths which have

nothing to do with geological theory.One such story has it that several million years ago, there

was a violent battle between the sea and sky. Their quarrel was started by a cunning bird that

sowed discord in the hope of opening up dry land.The sea vented its might at the sky, hurling

huge walls of water at it, and the sky spat down islands and rocks to quell its crashing waves.

Bombarded by the sheer number and weight of the islands and rocks, the sea was forced to

admit defeat and retreat. The bird achieved its purpose and the Philippine archipelago was

born.Rice cultivation dates back to 2,000–3,000 years ago.Mary Evans Picture LibraryEarly

inhabitantsEarly humans soon followed grazing herds onto the newly exposed grassy plains.

Over thousands of years, bands of early hunters pushed farther out into the continental bulge.

At times, the rising waters isolated them on islands for scores of generations. Some took to the

sea while others took to the mountains, developing unique patterns of life as varied as the

plants and animals they followed.Much of early human history remains rooted in speculation,

but in the Philippine archipelago it is remarkably well documented. Archeologists have dated

human occupation of the Cagayan Valley, on northern Luzon, to more than 40,000 years ago.

No human skeleton has yet to be found, but scientists agree that the flake and cobble tools

unearthed in beds of stegodon, rhinoceros, and other fossils are proof of Paleolithic human life.

On Palawan, human skeletal remains have been dated to more than 20,000 years ago.Early

milestonesArcheological digs show that the Negritos, a broad term for indigenous people of

dark complexions, reached the Philippines around 25,000 years ago by a land bridge from the

Asian mainland. Waves of Indonesians followed by sea from 3,000 BC, and Malays got a firm

foothold around 200 BC. Most of today’s Filipinos have grown out of intermarriages between

indigenous and Malay people. Modern Filipino culture, including language and cuisine, was

heavily influenced by the Malays, who also introduced arts, literature, and a system of

government.A few centuries before the Spanish reached the Philippines in the 16th century,

Filipinos involved in trade had also met Arabs and Hindus from India. The older civilizations

added to the religion and culture that the Malay people had brought over.From AD 1300 to

1400, a Hindu empire on Java gained a following and in 1380 Islam entered the Philippines via

Borneo. Muslim and Chinese traders in the Philippines fostered a new social order that

included slaves and bonded servants.In 1450, the Muslim sultanate of Jolo was established on

the islands between Borneo and Mindanao, which today is the country’s most dangerous area

for travel because of the violent anti-government Muslim presence. Also in the 1400s, a Muslim

sultanate called Maguindanao was founded on Mindanao as Islam continued to spread.A

Neolithic site in Dimolit, Cagayan, has yielded the earliest pottery in the Philippines, dating to

5,000 years ago. Another Neolithic site is at Callao, in the Cagayan Valley, where stone tools

and pottery were excavated and dated to 4,000 years ago. The fabled rice terraces of the

Ifugao people have been identified as being 2,000 to 3,000 years old.Iron-Age pottery at the

Cagayan Museum and Historical Research Center in Tuguegarao.Chris Stowers/Apa



PublicationsFinds at the Butuan site in Agusan del Norte, Mindanao, and in caves on Palawan

show that the early inhabitants were engaged in far-reaching trade. Ancient boats, gold

ornaments, pottery, and evidence of metalworking unearthed at Butuan point to long-distance

maritime commerce as early as the 10th century. Excavations on Palawan yielded burial jars,

porcelain, and stoneware from China’s Sung dynasty (960–1279), indicating strong trade links

with China as early as that period. In addition, historians have uncovered accounts of trade

missions to China. Chinese records show that several tributary missions were made to China

between the 10th and 15th centuries.Golden volcanoesA “seamount” was detected in 1998 off

the coastal town of Tabango on Leyte island. Oceanographers have confirmed that this

possibly volcanic “Tabango Underwater Mountain,” with a nearly perfect cone, rises from

depths of 300 meters (1,000ft) and broke free of the sea’s surface to grow 10 meters (33ft)

from 1992 to 1997.Other Philippine islands rest on underwater mountains formed by the

outpourings of molten rocks from the earth’s interior. The activity has allowed a mineral

deposition and is believed to have left some deposits of gold, formed over 1.5 million years.

Gold is still being pursued on parts of the main Philippine island Luzon.
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Jess, “Beautiful pictures, excellent guidebook. Love this guidebook! The large vibrant photos

whet our excitement. The information contained provides a good background to start off for

people who've never been to the Philippines. I love colored pictures and a good amount of local

background, and guidebook satisfies. We travel a lot and comparing this to our other

guidebooks, I would say this is on par to the DK Eyewitness guidebooks, not the Rick Steves

type of in-depth info.For more up-to-date information on local transportation and travel tips,

suggest to do more research online - there are lots of native and foreign bloggers who have

travelled around the country more recently and they impart a wealth of experience and

knowledge. If you have a Filipino friend where you live, seek info from them because they can

make excellent recommendations for what you need, especially if they still have family back

home and are in touch with the local happenings.Reality tip - allow 1 full day when flying

around. Unlike here in the States where we can take multiple connections in a day, in the Phil,

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/bznAR/Insight-Guides-Philippines-Travel-Guide-eBook


everything is slow and most flights are delayed with even just a light sprinkle of rain. Domestic

flights require you to check-in 2 hours prior to flt time, international at least 3 hours. Bring

reading materials! And no umbrellas allowed in carry-on luggage, even the small folding ones.

Traffic in any major city in the Philippines is horrendous, so again, bring reading materials to

bear it. Just like in European cities, there are skilled pickpockets and snatchers (holdup robbery

is for the lazy), so be aware with your valuables.Insane 2020 cancelled our trip, but seeing the

pictures in this fabulous guidebook keeps our interest alive, can't wait to take my family to see

all those beautiful places in person!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great primer. Very good book. We used for our first trip to the Philippines

which is upcoming the cultural information as well as the practical information and the history

was excellent I feel prepared for my journey and I look forward to the”

Robert R., “Excellent reading and informative, good value. The most informative book i have

purchased to date”

Christine W, “Good guide, rekommened. Very expensive delivery fee”

The book by Insight Guides has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 44 people have provided feedback.
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